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The fabled town of Donbridge is a secret place known by only four companions who reveal
themselves over time. They hold the key to a mysterious Ring, The Legend of a Witch and the tale
of an incredible Midwife who would stop at nothing to defeat evil. A grandmother guides her
grandchildren through these stories as she cooks and shares her storytelling talents to her family.
The stories are replete with recipes which are tied to the stories. This is the first collective work in
the Donbridge Series of which two more will follow.
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The book is intriguing and captivating. The story draws you to the life of people of Donbridge.
Mysterious events happen to its residents that are somehow connected to their ancestors that lived
there hundreds years ago. Dark forces, shady personalities, brave heroes, sacrifices, love and
adventure are just some things that transpire in the story. It also connects to modern time with some
of the characters of Donbridge getting older and having grandchildren. Itâ€™s a great book to read
for both children and adults. The family recipes at the end are a nice bonus.

I bought this series of books for my Granddaughter. I had to preview them to find out if they were
too scary for a 9 year old. I thought the books were well written, suspenseful, and the characters
were well developed to the point I could picture them in my mind. I found the characters charming,
unpredictable and very believable. I just hope he continues telling the stories his Grandmother told
him so we can all enjoy them.I can't wait for the next one so I can continue with my "Previewing" the
series. My granddaughter found them a little scary, so we put them up for a year or so and then I will
start out reading them to her to get her adapted to the genre. I'm hoping she likes them as much as
her Granny did.

This collection of stories invites you into a world where the characters and settings are so well
described you can picture it all in your mind. In each story you become attached to the characters
and look forward to reading more! Highly recommend!

Continuing in the vein of traditional oral recounting of legendary tales, RD Vincent has collected the
stories his grandmother told him and reformed them into these riveting short story volumes with
beautiful covers and added bonuses, such as recipes.Great choice for those who enjoy American
folk legends.

Great stories, captivating characters and wonderful settings for these large legends. These great
stories were hard to put down! I think readers of many ages will love these tales that are ageless!
Hope to read more by this author!

A wonderful collection of intermingled, stories. Very well written, kept me turning the pages - I didn't
want to put it down. RD Vincent made me giggle and cry in these three stories. A satisfying read.

A collection of short stories that take you back into a world slightly mysterious. A great folklore for
everyone to enjoy. I can imagine myself sitting around the table listening to these stories and
wondering what part is really true and what part might be a bit more tall tale. Like the telephone
game we played as kids!

I received a free ARC copy for my honest review.I absolutely adored this book. The author's writing
sucked me in and held my attention the whole way through. I cannot recommend this book
enough.Brilliant characters and engaging story. A definite must read!
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